
How to Curl Hair with a Flat Iron 

 

Curling your hair with a flat iron is a versatile technique that allows you to achieve beautiful, 
bouncy curls or soft waves without the need for a separate curling iron. If you have a flat iron 
and want to learn how to curl hair with flat iron, follow these step-by-step instructions: 
 

Preparation: 
 

Before you start curling your hair, it's essential to prepare it for heat styling: 
 

Clean and Dry Hair: Begin with clean, dry hair. You can wash your hair as usual or work with hair 
that has been previously cleaned and dried. If you've just washed your hair, ensure it's 
completely dry before using a flat iron. 
 

Heat Protectant: Apply a heat protectant spray or serum to your hair to prevent damage from 
the heat of the flat iron. Distribute the product evenly, focusing on the mid-length to the ends 
of your hair. 
 

Section Your Hair: To make the curling process more manageable, divide your hair into sections. 
The number of sections will depend on the thickness of your hair. Generally, you can work with 
four to six sections. 
 

Curling with a Flat Iron: 
 

Now, let's get to the steps for curling your hair with a flat iron: 
 

Select the Right Flat Iron: Make sure your flat iron is clean and has smooth, rounded plates, as 
this will help create smooth and even curls. 
 

Adjust the Temperature: Set your flat iron to an appropriate temperature for your hair type. 
Lower temperatures are suitable for fine or damaged hair, while higher temperatures work 
better for coarse or thick hair. 
 

Pick Up a Section: Take a small section of hair (about 1-2 inches wide) to start with. The smaller 
the section, the tighter the curl will be. For looser waves, use larger sections. 
 

Position the Flatiron: Hold the flat iron horizontally, close to the roots of the hair section. 
 

Twist and Curl: Begin by clamping the flat iron around the hair section, then rotate it away from 
your face (either clockwise or counterclockwise, depending on your preference). The key is to 
twist the flat iron as you glide it down the hair, which creates the curl. 
 

Slow and Steady: Slowly move the flat iron down the length of the hair while maintaining the 
twist. The slower you go, the better the curl will set. 
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Release and Hold: As you reach the end of the section, release the flat iron, but continue to 
hold the curl in place. You can use your other hand to support the curl as it cools down. 
 

Repeat: Repeat the process for each section of hair. Make sure all curls follow the same 
direction for a uniform look. 
 

Set with Hairspray: Once you've curled all sections, lightly mist your hair with hairspray to set 
the curls in place. You can also use a texturizing spray for added hold and texture. 
 

Final Touches: After the hairspray has dried, use your fingers to loosen the curls for a more 
natural and voluminous finish. You can also apply a drop of hair serum or oil to add shine and 
reduce frizz. 
 

Curling your hair with a flat iron may take a bit of practice, but with patience and the right 
technique, you can achieve various curl styles, from tight ringlets to loose waves. Experiment 
with different section sizes and twisting directions to find the curl pattern that suits your 
preferences. 
 


